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DESIGN OF WIND TUNNEL FOR OR1GON STATE COLLEGE 
AERON P.UTICAL LABORATORY 

INTRODUCTION 

Since 1943 the author has had the opportunity to inspect various 

university and college wind tunnel in$tallations aion the Pacific 

coast and to work in the tunnels of the Aies Aeronautical Laborator;r 

of the National Advisory Coruiittee for Aeronautics. During the 

inspection of the facilities existing at the educational institutions 

visited, conparisons were dran with the facilities available at 

Oregon State Collego. Oregon State College has a very small, open 

circuit, closed-jet wind tunnel mounted on a cabinet. This tunnel 

ïs useful in that the technique of gathering lift, drag, and moment 

characteristics on a model may be demonstrated quickly and with a 

mirim of calibration and adjustment. It is believed that a con- 

siderably greater number of variouz types of tests are run in a 

given time at Oregon State Collego than at any other institution 

visited. That is, a student here is given a rather complete course 

in wind tunnel operation in a very short period of tirr. Also the 

underraduate student is allowed to operate the tunnel and to gather 

his own data. 

This tunnel has several shortcomings, however, such as a very 

low wind velocity over the model in the test section, low Reynold 's 

number, difficulty in obtaining lift, drag, and rrioment characteristics 

by the pressure survey method, due to the extremely small sise of the 

model and difficulty in altering the model shape gradually because of 
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its small dimensions. 

To overcome the ahoveentioned 'ob1ems, and for increased 

versatility, a larger wind tunnel ms proposed and has been designed. 

The Droposed tunnel heroin described will overcome the disadvantages 

inherent in the present tunnel. This tunnel will give a test section 

velocity V0 = 219 mph with a Renold's nwaber Re = 5,460,000 based on 

the test section dimensions of Low' feet in width and two feet in 

height. The existing school tunnel has a maximi.t test section velocity 

of 46 mph and a Reynold's number Re = 236,000. A much larger model, 

however, is desirable to conduct various tests. With a 1rger model 

it is much easier to install pressure taps along the sw'faces for a 

:ressw'e survey run, It is easier to determino the effect of slight 

modifications on a larger model. For exaipie, a large scale model 

is necessary in deterining the optimiun fillet shape at the junction 

of a wing and fuselage, the effect of a boundary layer device, or a 

flap xsition effect. 

It should be pointed out that quantitative results are riot 

particularly necessary for student instruction. By suitable cal- 

ibrations and tests, however, the necessary correction factors can 

be determined, and. with a suitable balance system exact results can 

be obtained. 

It is possible to rtni numerous types of tests with this tunnel. 

The standard tests on wings, flaps, fuselages, cowlings, fillets, and 

tail surfaces, as well as tests on air intake ducts and exhausts, 

landing ¿ear, radio masts, aerials, and other protuberances may be 

accomplished. It will also he possible to run such non-aeronautical 
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tests as chimney draft, tower sway, and bu1ldin; draft. These may 

best be accomplished by locating large models in the large end or 

return diffuser portion of the tunnel. 

The need for an adequate wind tunnel for student instruction 

cannot be over emphasized. Graduates in aeronautical engineering 

enter positions of many typos, but in all of them a 1owledge of 

wind tunnel techniques and interrjretation of wind tunnel results 

is essontial. 

GENEPÀL FJiUIREENTS OF TUNNEL 

It is necessary that this wind tunnel be designed for a 

miniirnmì cost. As a result of this, several design features ree- 

ognized as inferior must he incorporated. Since the 

is primarily for student instruction, the compronses are tolerable. 

It s desired to design and construct the entire tunnel for a total 

cost of 35000.00, or less. This fipe includes the labor. 

Since the cost is of extrene importance, this necessitates the 

simplest type of construction. This means the use of square or 

rectangular shapes, minimum number of parts, cheap materials, 

unsiilled labor, uso of hand teols, or only the more conmion of power 

tools. To avoid high costs, the comnilcated contours usually found 

in tunnels must be avoided wherever possible. Since each bolt to be 

tightened, material to be handled, each saw cut, weld operation, and 

drying process uses labor, it is desirable to stiy each operation 
carefully to see if it riht not be simplified or entirely avoided. 

The maximum structural design loads on the walls occur vrhen 
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personnel walk throuhout the tunnel. The air pressure loads become 

unimportant compared with these personnel loads. This necessitates 

a riid structure with only small unsupported panel spans. 

AU portions of the tunnel must be readily accessible through 

inspection holes, detachable parts, or access doors. This simp]iíiee 

the cleaning, polishing, maintenance of the tunnel, and adjustments 

to the ndel, l'an, and turning vanes. 

In spite of the required simplifications, good duct design pro- 

cedure must be followed. To reduce pressure drops along the circuIt 

a satisfactory turbulence level must be obtained. Steady and 

consistent air flow throughout the test section must be maintained and 

ari officient fan must be designed to save power and fuel consumption. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The proposed wind tunnel is of the closed-jet, closed-circuit 

t1ipe of plywood and sheet metal construction. The powerplant to he 

used is a 260 horsepower, Hall-Scott Invader marine gasoline engine. 

The present plan is to locate the engine outside the air stream and 

to drive the fari by a series of 24 V-belts. A five to six foot 

coupling distance is used. Use is to be made of a P-38 belly 

gasoline tank as a nacelle hub shroi. This shroud remains stationary; 

retained in position by suitable internal bracing clamps to the fan 

shaft stanchions. 

The test section Is four feet wide and two feet high. The side 

panels of this section have Plexiglas inspection windows. There are 

four windows per sido, each fourteen by fourteen inches. 



The side pare1s tiro readily removable for ìurposes of model replace- 

rient arid adjustrent by means of ordinary dndow sash fasteners. Th 

top and botton parels do not have windovrs, but are reìïovable by 

means of machine screws One purrose of the removable top and 

bottoì is that such items as air intake ducts nay be ite on a 

p1jwood panel of identical dinensions, and this used in place of 

the original top or bottoni. The length of the test section i six 

feet. The overall dimensions of this tunnel are, forty-five feet 

in lonth, nineteen feet in width, and eight feet in height. 

Dediately after the test section is a sheet metal diffuser 

section which expands from a rectangular four by t:o foot cross 

section, to a circular í'ortyght arid one half inch cross section 

in a length of ten feet. The tunnel static vents are located on 

the four by two end of this section. The circular end of the 

diffuser attaches to a concrete fan safety ring. This riiig is a 

safety rrecaution for the operating personnel of the tunnel. 

Protection is rovided by approx±matelj one foot of concrete at 

the weakest noint. 

A sheet metal transition duct is used to ret»ra to a four by fou 

foot cross section. The circular fortyight and one half inch end 

of this duct also attaches to the fan safety ring, wìile the square 

end attaches to a 180 degree, four by four Loot piywod elbow duct. 

This plywood elbow duct is in reality two, 90 degree elbows separated 

by a short straight section. The elbow duct is made from three- 

quarter inch plywood panels. The air is directed around these bends 

by flat, sheet metal vanes. These vanes are sixteen-gage thick, 



eight arid oria-hall inches in radius, 17.66 inches overafl chord, and 

5.65 inches :cp distance. 

A large, plywood return diffuser sect1n rims the length of the 

back side of the tunnel to enter a second 180 degree duct. The 

difuber section chances gradually from a four by i'our Loot shape to 

and ei;ht by sli foot shape, in a length of approximately thirty 

feot. This duct is of t1ìreeuarterc of ¿n inch p1ood ccntruction. 

The ei;ht by six 'oot turn is composed 01 two 90 degree turns, Lth 

no straight duct separation. The vanes in this duct are fourteen- 

gage sheet steel and have a radius of seventeen inches, overall 

chord of 29.66 inches. The gap is 11.31 inches between vanes. 

The coritract±on section connects the above turn d..th the thst 

sect5on. This duct s nade from siecial one-quarter inch plywood. 

It is necessary that the plywood panels used for the duct sides of 

this section have the grain of their outer vencer sheets running 

parallel to the width dimension. Only in this v.ay can the panel be 

formed to the highly contoured shape the contraction section. 

The contraction section shape is of irne importance. (ith the 

Droper shape, this section materially decreases the velocity fluo- 

tuations across the test section area. The contraction ratio used 

for this tunnel was six to one. The entrance area of the contraction 

is forty-ght square feet and discharge area eight square feet. 

Convenient access to all portions of the tunnel is obtained by 

means of entrance doors iediate1y aft ol' each set o turning vanes. 

The doors are located in this position irainly to ailo visual 
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inspection of the airflow through the turning vanes. 

One particular feature of the design should be pointed out. 

The various components; diffusers, adapter, fan safety ring, turning 

ends, contraction, and test section have been designed as separate 

units Each part may then be built separately, raised to the a'oper 

position, and then fastened together by means of angle flange 

attach -ts. 

Another feature of the design provides for adjustment of the 

ancle of the turning vanes. The vane is installed in the tunnel 

and held in place ìr tightning stud nuts bet.ieen the vane end and 

the duet top and hotto. The studs are welded to the vane crida, 

and when in -'osition extend through holes in the duct top and bottom. 

The vane a:r then he rotated about these studs until 'oper airflow 

distribution is obtaIned across the duct. Retaining attachments in 

the form of saU angle pieces may then be used to secure the vane 

in permanent position after the proper' anglo has been determined. 

These ancles should be located near the leading and trailing edges 

of each vene to prevent vibration which may occur due to the relative 

thinness of the vane. 

An expression used as an indication of the relative performance 

of a w1nd tunnel, is th energy ratio. In effect, this is an 

expression of the ratio of k±netic energy per second in the air 

stream at the working sectIon, to the energy per secori at the 

power;lant shaft. As shown later, this may be reduced to the 

expression: 

T ;& 



there: 

Where; 

'1 = overall efficiency = 0.713 (estimated). 

= = 0.313 (computations sho later). 

= total tunnel pressure drop. 

q0 = test section dynamic pressure. 

Therefore, the expected energy ratio for this tunnel is; 

ET = 2.28. 

It riust he realized that this energy ratio is merely an estìma 

in that the actual fan efficiency and tunnel pressure drop may be 

detorLined accurately only by actual test. The pressure drop eomp 

utation may be approximately correct, but the fan efficiency is 

merely a reasonable .uess. 

Ali details and necessary instructions for actual construction 

of this tunnel are iven by the dra'rngs enclosed in the appendix 

0f this thesis. They aro as follows: 

Drawing Number 

100101 
L)0102 
100103 
100104 
100105 

Co 11e e 4 ' X 2 ' _ Tind Tunnel 

Sub je et 

Overall arrangenent 
Plan detail 
Detail contraction cone 
Detail fan safety ring 
Detail jope1ler fan 

8 
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DISCUSSION OF DESIGN CHOICES 

1. Type. 

1then the design was started it appeared that the available 

driving power was limited to an internal combustion engine siiuilar 

to the V- tyoe, This trçe of engine develops apoxathly 90 

horsepzwer. Therefore, for purposes of rninmun power conuiption, 

a closed-circuit tunnel was chosen. Athittedly the increased 

duct1n of this form of tunnel increases the cost. However, the 

closed-circuit tne tunnel requires considerably less poiier for a 

given test section velocIty, provided rinciples of :ood duct 

design are fol1oed (Pef. 3) . Thu., for a given werplant, a 

closed-circuit will give the greates te section velocity. 

Another advantae of a closed-jet is the fact that for air scoop 

and siilar tests, the model may he mounted using the closed-jet 

surface as simulated skin. A closed-jet reduces accessibil±ty to 

models of wings, fuselages, and tail surfaces roited within the 

jet. The greatest disadvantage in using an oren-jet for this 

tunnel is that an airtight room large enoui to house all operating 

personnel, balance mechanisì, and the control panel, must be built. 

The cost of the airtight room is not warrantsd for this project. 

As far as possIble all shapes and cross sections have been kept 

square or rectangular in order to reduce the labor cost. Any 

contoured duct necessitates the use of either more expensive raterials 

or nore hand fitting for correct shae and alignment. Also, il' the 

section is square, several eanols of plywood may be cut at the same 
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tinìe, thus reducing the number o1 individual operations. Again, 

when relatively unsidfled labor is used square or rectangular shapes 

aro more practical. 

2. Poworplant and Drive. 

After the desin of this tunnel 1 been fixed and work had 

trogressed to a point where it was inpractical to start over, a 

more powerful powernlant was obtained. Professors S T, Graf and 

r l'aul allocated the Hall-Scott Invader C.aso1ine narine engine 

to the aeronautical division for use vdth this ulnd tunnel. The 

available horsepover was now 260 instead of the ori;inally assumed 

90 horseiower. Possibly the tunnel could now he redesigned as an 

openircuit tunnel, but this does not appear to be practical, 

Since it is doomed necessary to conserve all possible space, 

the entine is to be located in the vacant space thin thc loo.o of 

the closed-circuit. The enine is to he driven by 24 Velts of 

the Gates Rubber Company C-type section, or its equivalent. The 

belts ulli ride on eleven inch pitch diameter Gates Vulcoriount 

Type VT C-section sheaves, Type Number 1, with Number 3535 bushing 

bored to three and one-half inches inside diameter. The eight 

groove sheave allows the cheapest combination. It will therefore 

be necessary to use three sheaves on the an shaft and three sheaves 

on the engine driva shaft. The fan shaft will he mounted using 

Fafnir SA-Type Pillow Blocks for a two and one-ha]î inch shaft using 

Tyç SM l20 hail bearings. Fow' of these pillow blocks and bearings 

will be renircd. th the loads encountered, the iii'e e.eotrncy 
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of those bearin{;s is eleven ¡cars, based on an average tinnel use 

of ix hours per weec at the full-spced condition. 

In order to increase the propeller efficiency by removing 

posibilit1es of back flow around the proeller hub, a nacelle hub 

shroud seems nece3sary. T:is will materially decrease the pressure 

losses near the fan and will help in resmoothing the turbulent air 

flow in this region. An efficient shroud of approximately tvTO feet 

in diameter as the maximum dimension is necessary. A war surplus, 

belly fuel tank from a P-3e has been purchased to act as this shro. 

This tank is nearly the correct size. It remains to cut the tank 

at the two foot dimension from the front and the rear. The center 

part is to be discarded, tkus leaving a nose arid tail cone for use 

as a propeller shroud. The Navy Nunber One Type Strut Section is 

considered a fair shape for shrouds of this type (ref. 1) . The 

Class Airship Section is another shape that may be usec. This 

P-3e tank appears to be closely approximated by the Navy strut 

section given. The aerodynamic characteristics of this strut are 

therefore used to deternine the nacelle drag (Ref. 2). 

The fan consists of a circular hub attached to the fan shaft by 

a key. A front and rear hub disk plate of fiveighths of an inch in 

thickness bolts to the hub. A circular, split-clamp retaining ring 

fits between the disk plates. The purpose of the split-clamp ring 

is to hold the six fan blades in proper position. The fan blades 

use the NACA 4412 airfoil section. Draiing 100105, "Detail 

Iopeller Fan", ¿ives the specific details of the propeller fan and 

its comoonents. 
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3. Contraction Cone, 

The contraction cone ± robab1y the most difficult of the tunnel 

components to construct. It is however, one of the most iìmortant 

Wj:Lts. ::ost tunnels have the contraction cones circular, octagon, or 

rectangular with large flat corner fillets. These cones are usually 

concrete or built from 1ainated wood sections. Considerale saving 

in cost is realized on this tunnel by ordt1ng the corner fillets in 

the contraction cone, in that they are oiittod throwjhout the rest 

of the tmne1 structure. Savings are also macle by usin oneuarter 

inch plywood panels bent to the desired contour. The contour of the 

contraction cone is designed so that a constant pressure or a 

constant vetocity gradient is obtained. Consderah1e analysis has 

been carried through on this problem and recoiiimended shapes have been 

published. Fiure i shoTrs the recorended shapes as given by two 

separate authors (Ref. 10, 12). Superimposed on this c've is the 

contraction contour that is used for tuis rectangular tunnel. It 

is seen th .. t the contour used compares favorably with the reference 

recommendations. Very little trouble is ex'ected throw4 e of 

this contour It is to be noted that the recorrnnendations :iven are 

for circular sections, while thIs tunnel is rectanu1ar, therefore 

$ope discrepancy is expected between theoretical velocity fluctuation 

of the recommended contoixrs and the actual fluctuation this rectangular 

con;racton v.]3. probably give. At the present time reconendations 

as to the reauired nodifications for the thoretical contour for 

rectangular secti.ons instead of c±rculur sections have not been 
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obtained. The rnathernatie3 of' this nob1ern appear to he insurmount- 

able. 

Aain in the interest of economy, and since very little is known 

about this rectanular contraction problem, t}e contour o2 the 

contraction cone is identical for the top, bottom, and sides. To 

simplify the construction of this unit, supporting ring frames are 

built to required dimensions, mounted in a ri4d jig, and the ply- 

wood panels are then bent to fit the ring frames, thus giving the 

smooth, contoured shape desired. 

It is interestinç to note the theory of the contraction cone 

(Pef. 3) . The air enters the large end of the duct and in moving 

throizgh the cone produces a pressure padient therein the air in- 

creases in velocity. Because of this increased velocity and the 

fact that the continuity equation apiies, the turbulence or velocity 

fluctuation in the airstreain ahead of the test section is reduced 

by a factor of the inverse of the square of the ratio of contraction 

section entrance area to exit area. That is: 

y ,2 y 
o ,-i-. n 

V 
o n 

For example, the area ratio n for this tunnel is six. If the airflow 

entering the contraction section has a velocity fluctuation y/Vn of 

% percent, it will leave the contraction cone and enter the test 

section with a velocity fluctuation of only one Dercent. The advan- 

tage of having a good contraction section becomes plainly evident. 

4. Test Section. 
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In a conference vith oeing AIrcraft Company en4neers in April 

194.7 at Seattle, it was pointed out that the most useful an safe 

ratio of test section vidth to height is one and one-half. This 

tunnel is designed with this ratio as t. The reason for this is 

that in the interest of economy and strength, the largest duct 

dimensions are chosen as eight by s.x feet. In the design of the 

contraction cone, in order to approximate recommended shape, the 

duct wails are offset by the conto. t feet. This gives a test 

section of dimensions four by tvo feet, hence the ratio of two. 

The removable sides have been described previously. If desired, 

it is rossihle with this arrangement to renovo all test section 

panels, remove the tiethrough corner anglos, reinforce the contraction 

first by additional bracing to the floor, add a 

contoured flare to the diffuser end, build an airtight box over the 

entire section, and operate this tìmnel as an open-jet tpe if a 

certain test demands this arranement. The removable panels of this 

test section allow great versatility for testing. Because of those 

reiaovable panels and the fact that the test section is designed to 

be at eje level, it is easy to remove the models or to make model 

adjustments. 

The maximimi test section velocity estimation is a trial and 

error solution. A rough layout of the tunnel olan is made. From 

this the pressure drop due to friction and Idnetic energy loss is 

computed, using an assumed test section velocity. This total 

fressure loss is uritten in dimensionless form br dividing the loss 

by the djr.amic test section pressie, This jmensionless number is 



then referred to smbolicaUy as: 

AJL 

q0 

The equation for determining the test section velocity is: 

'herc: 

16 

:L 

'I l.bhp 
V0 = 52.73 

A () 
o 

= density ratio = (dimensionless) 

= actual density 

= standard density 

= test section velocity (mph) 

= overall propeller efficiency = F 

bhp = brake horsepo;er of driving motor 

A = cross sectional area of test section (ft2) 

AlIT 
A = - = (dimensionless) 

Ap = Ian essure rise (lb per Lt2) 

q = test section dynamic essiuo (lb per ft ). 

Using the ass'ned velocity, determining the coefficient Afroni 

the tunnel ressure loss ana1sis, and choosing an acceptable value 

of overall propeller efftciency, the test section velocity V0 is 

then solvod for through use of Equation () . The 'ocess is re- 

ueated until the assuiiied V0 equals the determined V0 by Equation (8). 



For this tunnel: 

r? 

rLF = fan efficiency = 0.75 

= mechanical efficiency = 0.95 

= 'imc = 0.713 

blip = 252 

A =8 ft2 
o 

AH 
= = 0.313 

q0 

= 219 mph (From Equation (1). 

The energy ratio is then: 

_L_0.713_ * 
0.313 

- .28. 

Using the hydraulic radius concept for non-circular section, the 

Re'nolds number for the test section IS ,iVen by the formula: 

ihere: 

2V ab 
Ro0 .a+b) 

Vo = 322 ft/sec 

?. = l;inematic viscosity = 1.57 x 10 ft2/sec 

a = test section width = 4 ft 
b = test section height = 2 ft. 

Re0 is then 5,460,000 for this tunnel. 

5. Selection of Duct Cross 3ectI.on. 

Standard plywood panel sizes aro: 



36 by 72 inches 1E 

36 by 34 inches 

4 by 72 inches 

4 by %4 inches 

4g by 96 inches. 

The 48 by 96 inches plywood ariel is the most readily available. ith 

this in mind, the tunnel is designed with .n effort to use this panel 

size uncut, if possible. 

1'elindnary investigation proves that a fot by two foot test 
section is desirable. Any duct design text or reference shows that 

a divergence or apex angle on a diffuser should not exceed seven 

degrees, that is, each duct side should not diverge at an angle 

eater than three and five-tenths degrees. The diffuser from the 

test section to the fan offers considerable design difficuty regard 

to this maximum diverg ence angle. Figure 2 shows the effect of this 

angle on the length of the diffuser. If this three and five-tenths 

degree anale condition is met, the total length of the tunnel is 

increased by approximately seven feet. Since the lengths of the 

two diffusers are effected by his choice, and since the increased 

length will cost more to builds it decided to allow an expansion 

angle of Live degrees, fifty minutes for the horizontal duct sides 

of this diffuser. It is +jj be poited cut that, for this diffuser, 

the vertical sides have zero divergence angle. :ith this design 

the effective divergence an'le is considered to be within the rec- 

oumiended range. The required fan diameter dictates the end area of 

the first diffuser. 

The fan diameter is chosen by considering the space necessary for 





a hub to securely fasten the fan blade in position and the required 

blade span to a1sorb the availahle power of the drive. A tu foot 

hub diameter and one foot blade suan is required l'or this tunnel. 

Thus the overall fan disk diameter is four feet. The tunnel duct, 

iaimediately after the fan, is expanded to a four by four foot square 

cross section within a four foot cistance. This is deemed satisf ct- 

ory since the air immediately after the fan is very turbulent. 

The duct remains with this sixteen sQuare foot cross section 

throughout the first lESO degree turn. Construction difficulties 

and economics indicate that the constant section here is desirable. 

The large return diffuser expands within the recommended dfverence 

anle ran-se to a cross sectional area of forty-eight square feet in 

a thirty foot air travel distance. The second lO degree turn re- 

mains with a constant area for the same reasons as the first tunnel 

turn. 

6. Corner Vanes. 

90 D.rs. 

FIG 5 

SHAPE OF COIJER VAJES 

4b D.gr.. 

-1 
0.47 e 
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Figm'o 3 shows the basic vane shape used in the tunnel. with a 

gap to chord ratio between 0.35 and 0.50 a loss coefficient of 0.19 

th 0.20 is realized (Ref. 7). This particular vane and gap range 

gives the lowest loss coefficient reported to date. The actual vane 

used in this tunnel is of the above desii except that a straight 

four inch extension is added to both the leading and trai1in edges 

for fina]. adjustient purposes. Tabulating the ratio of vane chord 

distance to duct cross section dirnension for nost of the existing 

wind tunnels in the world, shows that the desIgners use a ratio of 

vane chord to duct depth of a?proximately one-quarter. The author 

is iable to locate any references to verifr this value, so for 

lack of any better iriforiation this ratio is used to choose the vane 

chord dL'nsion. 

7. Fmn Safety R. 

As explained previously, this ring is for the purpose of 

protecting operating personnel. The cheapest method of construction 

of this is to use reinforced concrete, Since forns must be used they 

iu remain as part of the structure. P1viood panel faces are 

erected in position and properly spaced by ans of bolts. A 

circular hole forty-eight and five-ig . 
hths inches in diaraeter is 

cut from these plywood panels. Â sixteenage metal liner sheet is 

screwed to the plywood hole to forni the tunnel duct wall of this 

section. Since through-bolts are used to fasten the adjacent ducts 

to the safety ring, thIrtyight, threeighths inch diarrieter, 

individual standard pipes thirteen and one-half inches long are 
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placed around the periphery of thIs hole to act as shields for these 

through-bolts. Concreto is then poured Letween the plyvJt)od panels to 

form a solid and strong structure. 

Leaving the 1ywood panel Lorms in place allows a somewhat 

elastic face against which the adjacent ducts are draim; thus an 

airtight joint without gaskets is formed, if so desired. 'awing 

100104 gives the details of this construction. 

. Entrance and Access Lors. 

This tunnel is designed so that all entrance and access doors 

leading into the tunnel remain smooth with the inside duct wall. 

The method used. is to build the duct, saw the door shape out of the 

plywood panel, and supply air seals by means of batten Strips 

fitted with felt faces for sealing. In this way a cheap door is 

obtained. The windows for visual vane inspection through these 

doors will be located after completion of the tunnel. Standard 

hinges and window sash fasteners are used to lock these doors in 

operating position. 

9. Duct Strenîth Requirements. 

The fan pressure rise is such, in this tunnel, that air pressure 

loads are less than the loads troduced by stiients wallng around 

inside of the tunnel during insp ction or adjustment periods. 

Another important reason for the thicIìess of the duct choice is 

the effect of vibration caused by the air resonance and possible 

buffeting. The duct thickness is therefore of threeuarter inch 
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plywood. Reinforcement rin,s are placed around and along the 

tunnel md serve to allow the thicmess of the tunnel ducts to 

remain three-quarters of an inch. These r ings help to break the 

flat panel sides of' the duct into smaller panels, v.hich increases 

the effective panel stiffness and therefore the ability to carry the 

design loads. It may be found that additional reinforcing rThs 

are desirable vthen the tunnel is ut into operation. It is a 

simple matter to add these with the method of installation used. 

Certain rins are also used as tunnel supporting members. This is 

accomplished òy lengthening the vertical members of the ring so 

that they extend to the hangar floor. These axe then fastened to 

the floor by means of attachment plates and anchor bolts. 

It should be noted that the sound one side grade of waterproof 

plvood is used for the tunnel. The highest grade side of the 

panel is used as the inner face of the tunnel wall, while the 

subtandard side with its accompanying imots and blemishes Laces 

the exterior. 

10. Finish of Ducts, 

The inner face of the tunnel is to he shellacked and then 

waxed, and the outer face and exposed edges is to be painted th a 

good quality paint. Vaterji'oof p1yv;ood is a good product, but the 

damp climate around Corvallis will, in time, make the plywood 

useless unless some protection is provided. 
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DFINITION OF SYBOIS USED 

A area (ft2) 

B number of fan blades 

c chord of blade eleuent (ft) 

CD drag coefficient of blade element at angle of attack 
(dimensionless) 

C sidn friction coefficient (drnens.onless) 

CL lift coefficient of blade element at angle of attack 

(dimensionless) 

D dianieter of circle having same area as cross section 

under consideration (ft) 

dB drag force acting on blade element (lb) 

dL lift force acting on blade element (lb) 

d . torque moment of blade element of B fan blades (lb-f t) 

«1 torque moment of blade elerent of one fan blade (lb-ft) 

dR resultant force acting on blade element (1h) 

dT thrust force of blade element of 13 fan blades (lb) 

dT1 thrust force of blade element of one fan blade (lb) 

ET energy ratio of tunnel based on power input to l'an 
(dimensionless) 

K tteÇjii4Jleflt drag ii" (dimensionless) 
L/D ratio of blade element lift to drag forces (dimensionless), 

also ratio of length to diameter (dimensionless) 

distance between any two cross sections measured parallel 

to the ;1nd tunnel axis (ft) 

m hydraulic radius of any cross section defined as cross 

section area divided by wetted perimeter (ft) 

rotational speed of fan (revolutions per second) 

N rotational speed of fan (revolutions per minute) 
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n area ratio--ratio of cross-sectional area at any station 

to the cross-eectional area of the test section (dimen- 
sioniess) 

P shaft por of the pcwerplant (ft-lb/sec) 

power added to airotrearn by fan (ft-lb/sec) 

p static pressure (lb/ft2) 

Q quantity rate of airflow (ft3/sec), also fan blade 

torque (lb-f t) 

q dynamic pressure of airatream (lb/ft2) 

r radius of fan blade elemient (ft) 

Re Reynolds number = VD/Q (dimensionless) 

V airstream velocity (ft/see) 

y velocity fluctuation from a mean velocity (ft/see) 

AFT total pressur loss due to one component of the mind 
twel (lb/ft') 

AHT summation of ali total pressure losses in mind tunnel 

circuit (lh/ft2) 

AP static pressure rise across fan (lb/ft2) 

¿.. angle of attack of fan blade element (degrees) 

perimeter ratio; perimeter of actual section to perimeter 
of equivalent circle (dimensionless) 

g-4 ancle between elemental resultant and lift forces actg 

on blade element tan D/L (degrees), also density of 

fluid (air) (lb/ft) 
6 total inclixiod equivalent comical expansion angle (apex 

angle) (degrees) 

p1 o'vrall efficiency of driving mechanism (dimensionless) 

p 

F 
fan efficiency (dimensionless) 

mechanical efficiency (dimensionless) 
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overall tube (wind tunnel) efficiency (dimensionless) 

G geometrical pitch angle of fan blade element (degrees) 

wind tunnel pressure loss arameter = iIrj/q (dimens ion- 

less) 
O 

kinematIc viscosity of air (ft2/sec) 

mass density of air (lb-sec2/ft4) 

air mass density ratio (ditiensionless) 

total Included a'ex angle of representative straight- 

sided contraction cone (derees) 

4) angle between relative wind and rotation plane of fan = 

tan VF/'21ìrÌ (degrees) 

SubscripLts. 

o condition existing In the test section 

F conditions existing at the fan 

n conditions existing at any cross section n in the wind 
tunnel 

R resultant of condition with respect to fan blade element 

DERIVATIONS AND USEFUL TUNNEL DESIGN Eí11&TIONS 

1. bernoulli s Equation. 

Bernoulli ' s equation is used in its incomressihle form: 

i 2 p+-v =p+9'1V12+H. (1) 
o 2 oo 1 2 01 

2. :norí3r Ratio and Overall íind Tunnel Lfficiençy. 

The energy ratio of a wind tunnel is usually referred to as the 

ratio of the kinetic energy in t'ne tunnel airstream to the power 
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output of the driving mechanism or shaft power. This may be 

represented by the equation (Ref. 6): 

?AV3 AV3P) 
00 00 
2? 2? -. (2) 

F 

The power added by the fan is: 

PF_QPF_AHT. 

Ne1sctin density changes the continuity equation may be written 

as: 

fl = A0V0 = A.VF. (4) 

Substitution of Equations (3) and (4) in (2) gives: 

AV3 q0 

ET 2 AJj - 
T 

ìvhich reduces to: 

(5) 

Equation (5) is used to deteriine the energy rto of this tunnel. 

Another method sometimes used to exoress the performance of a 

vìird tunnel is the so-called Overali Tube EfficIency". The tunnel 

is then given by the formula (Fef. 6): 

b _ l_ 
(o 

. 

(o) 

3* Test Section Veloci. 

Solving Equation (2) for the test section velocity V gives: 



3 3 

V 
t12ETP 2F 

o = WAo7h 
(7) 

Extressing the above equation in terms of miles per hour, shaft 

horsepower, and density of air in test section, the test section 

velocity equation becomes: 

or 

* 

o- V0 = 52.73 -i;' 

3 ______ 
i 

\f1bhp 
a- V = 52.73 

A 7'. 
(8) 

°(rnph) o 

The above equation is a useful form for deteratning the test 

section velocity of the wind turriel in terms of miles per hour. 

4. Pifle Friction Coefficient Equation. 

w. H. McAdamst Heat Transmission (Ref. 5), gives a curve of duct 

friction factor versus Reynolds rnnber. An empirical equation 

vich fits this curve partially is given by: 

where: 

cFn= b (e) , 

b = 0.05 

5 
r) 

a = - O . 19 for 10 ( Re ( 10 

= - 0.18 for 3 x l0Pe(lO5. 

(9) 

Equation (9) is written in a more convenient form by expressing 
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ali duct friction £actori in terms of the test section coefficient. 

Assuiriing that ail duct walls have the saine roughness, the Reynold's 

number is 4ven by: 

V) Vii 

Ren 
,n Re . (iO) 

Application of the continiity equation to Equation (lo) yields: 

i 

ie = Re0 j- = J?e (1)2 (li) 

Equation (9) becomes, after substituting Equation (U): 

a 

= b(1)2 (Re ) = 
(1)2 (12) 

l3 n o f0 

This is the firmi form of the pipe friction coefficient equation. 

5. Straiçht Duct ?ressure Loss Coefficient. 

The pressure drop through a pipe due to wall friction is given 

by the equation: 

LV 2 

Ap f 
m 

(Ref. 4). (13) 

Alter this equation to conform to the sbols defined, by letting z 

=c- = gf 

tIp = AH 

f = 4 Cf (friction coefficients given are .for times 
n MeAciams' values). 

L= t. 

The equation of continuity gives: 



00 
J - 
n 

n 

with these subst±tutions, Eouation (13) becomes: 

CÇV2A2 
Afl=4Cf () 

o 

n 8gÂ 
n 

, 

n A. 00 2 , y o Ç .2 p.2f 
o n 2 a n 

n o n 

which reduc& to: 

:31 

L 
4. (]4) 

n n 

Substitutthg Equation (12) in (14) ive: 

= 
2 

(15) 

uation (15) is used to determine the pre.sure 1os coefficient 

A for any straight section of ducting. This form is 

advantageously used in that the frict±on factor for the test section 

Cf need be deternined once, and for any other section under 

o 

consideration the section hydraulic radius ra and area ratio n only 
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need be computed. with these computed the pressure loss coefficient 

is obtained through uso of Equation (15) for a given length of duct £ 

It should be noted that the value of the exponent a varies with the 

test section Reno1d's number in the following manner: 

a = - 0.19 for 105<Re(l0' = - 0,13 for 3 x O< Re <l0. 

6. Corner Vane ¿nid Fan Fairing Pressure Drop. 

Pressure losses for corner cuide vanes, honeycombs, fan fairing, 

and diffuser discharge in open return t'annela, are usually estimated; 

using an effective drag or 'essure loss coefficient K (Ref. 9). 

The total pressure crop is then given by the equation: 

(2 K q, (16) 

or in dinensionless form: 

The equation of continuity gives: 

1cv2 
K 

nY 00 
D2 
n 

which, when substituted, reduces to: 

ir 
n =- 02 n 

-I 

(17) 
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The total pressure loss coefficient for the guide vanes and the 

fan fairing is det.erined from use of Equation (17). 

In the case of the fan nacelle fairing, the drag coefficient is 

given by: 

A nacelle 
K = 2 CD fan disk 

(From Figure 5). 
nacelle 

The pressure loss coefficient equation then becomes: 

2C A AH D nac_ 
(ls) = 2. q0 

n 
disk 

7. Divorgent SectIon Losses, 

The pressure losses in divergent sections are divided into two 

separate efects: losses due to wall friction, and pressure losses 

due to expansion. 

In a diverent section the velocity in the friction Equation (14) 

is now a variable. This requires that the description of the friction 

loss be exessed in integral form. Since the equation of continuity 

in incompressible form is assumed to apply, Equation (14) may be 

written: 

AJI 
2 

04a R1 
(19) 

Substitution of Equations (4) md (12 ) ields: 



PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENTS OF WIND TUNNEL COMPONENTS 

FAN NACELLE LOSS HONEYCOMB LOSS 

PRESSURE LOSS DUE FRICTION LOSS 
TO DRAG OF NACELLE. ______ ________ BASED ON L/D6O 

K 2C0 x:Ìià 
. 

K = 
AFANDISC 

.30 _______ 

OPEN JET LOSS HONEYCOMB LOSS 

EXPANSION AND FRICTION LOSS 

FRICTION LOSSES o BASED ON L/D6.O 
DUE TO FREE JET 

K I3x 
K .22 

TURNING VANE LOSS _ / 

1I 
HONEYCOMB LOSS 

9O TURN. RADIUS . FRICTION LOSS 

PLUS STRAIGHT SECT BASED ON L/D6O 
VA N E 

K = 2 2 ;' K r 20 

TURNING VANE LOSS 1FFUSER DISCHARGE 

9O TURN PURE <INETIC ENERGY LOSS 
RADIUS VANE AT DISCHARGE OF OPEN ______ ______ _______ ______ ______ _______ 

CIRCUIT WIND TUNNELS. 

K 20 Kr 
I O 

TURNING VANE LOSS * 
FRICTION LOSS CALCULATED FOR THE THREE 

9O TURN BIRNBAUM 
AIRFOIL VANE CASES SHOWN ASSUMING CROSS SECTIONAL AREA 

K 13 
OF EACH DIFFERENT SHAPED TUBE IS THE SAME 

.28C-/ 

1 

G) 
C 

p, 

(n 
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Figure 6 shors a straight side divergIng cone. It is seen that: 

or that, 

thich reduces to: 

D =D+2Ltan 
n i 

ciD = 2 tan d.Q, 

ciD 

= 
b. 

(23) 

2 

Substituting Equation (23) in (22): 

n = 

4 CD 

\D2 

dD 

q0 
4a 

2 tan D 

(24) 

n 

Equation (24) is now integrable. 

Assigning a value of a = 0.19 (e = l0 to 

2C t3.TTh D2 
dD 

____________ n fl - o 

tan D 
n 

D 
3.3:L 

jO 
I i i I 

. = tan L 3.l 



O.525Cf 'D D 3Y1 

tan 

[_a) 
_j , 

- b 

which reduces to: 
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AH 
O.525C. 1.905 

(fl -o i 

4a 
= tan 

11.90 
. (25) 

This is the equation used for the pressure drop due to wail friction 

on the diffuser. 

For this tunnel, hovever, the diffuser 1modiate1y aft of the 

test section is such that D1 D. i'or this diffuser, quation (25) 

reduces to: 

AN °525rf T - 

(_a) = o 
j 

I a 
(25a) 

q - L_ 

The pressure loss due to expansion of the diffuser is given by 

Fliegner's equation (Ref. 3): 

;lhere: 

AE = V2 (fl 
1)2 sin . 

A = 
change in kinetic energy 

vo = entrance velocity 

n s ratio exit area to entrance area 

s = apex angle of diverging cone. 
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From the equation of cortinuity A0V0 = and since the 

change in kinetic energy results in a pressure change, AE0 = A 

A 
2 

Aífl=2sin(I_r_) V'=sin(v_V) 

Letting V,= V , V = V , the above equation becomes: iex 
2 

= sin (V - y n2 l2 
In coefficient form this altars to the form: 

2 
A V -V 
I I"l 2 

V 
o 

41) 

Expressing this equation in terms al' the area ratio n through use 

of the equation of continuity: 

2 n-r 
= __ 

sin (26) 

4b 

This is the final expression for the loss due to expansion. 

Acdition of expressions (25) and (26) gives the total pressure 

drop of diverging 8ectiOflS: 

AU O.525Cf Pl 1.905 

tan Lr:) 

1.901 n-n1 
- (.-) 

I + ( _ :- 
sin . (27) 

12 J 21 



For the diffuser aft of the test section n1 = 1, Equation (27) 

may be written: 

AH O.525?C, 
f fl\ o 

- 

04 

19O5 
[i..c) 

I 

e Contraction Section Losses 

+ (1 - L) sin (27a) 
n2 

Pressure losses duo to 'oper1y designed convorent s ections 

are aLost enire1y due to wall friction (Ref. 9). 

It is generally assumed, for ease of computatIon, that the 

contraction cone is reulaced by a convergent circular cone having 

the sare length, entrance area, and discharge area as the actual 

contraction cone. It is then seen that Equation (25) for use with 

the diffuser friction loss deterinstion, may be used for the 

reoresentative straight tapered contraction cone. It is only 

necessary to re-define certain portions of this equation. The 

area ratios must he interchanged an the ançle /2 in equation (25) 

is replaced by the ha]! anex angle of the re'esentative cone, 

which is t'/2 It is to be noted that 1quation (25) takes account 

of a non-circnlar cone through the insertion of the hydraulic radius 

concept in in its derivation. It s not evident in its final form 

because of replacement of its coiiroonents by substitutions and 

siin?lifications, such as the continuity equation.. 

Equation (25) then becomes for the contraction: 
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A:1 0525?0f T 1.905 1.901 n O i i 

= tan1 
(ç) -() . (2e) 

2 L_ 

In this turie1 D2= since this cone joins the test section. 

The equation then becomes (since n2= 1): 

0.525Gf T 1.901 
(-) = -r0 I 

I (-) 
I 

s (29) 
q0 

tan 
L J 

The above equatIon is thereby usad for the pressure drop 

detex'rination of the contraction cone. 

)IGIJBE 7 

AP?WO1I1i&TIIG COITRACTIOJ CONE SECT 101 

-f '-- 

PPR1)IIMTIJG STRAIGHT 
TAPERED CONE SECTION 

D2 
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9. Contraction Section Turbulence Relationship. 

Assume that the turbulence prior to contraction is represented 

by a velocity fluctuation v fron the mean velocity V, and sinilarly, 

after contraction the turbulence is represented by a fluctuation y 

from a mean velocity Bernoulli's equation is therefore written 

as: 

. Ç(V+ y)2 = p0+ Ç (V0+ y)2. 

1 .2. . 1c2 
Since p + Ç V is app oxiniately equal to p0 + V0 , we have: 

+ 2 V y 2 V y + 
n nn 00 0 

2v y2 2v y2 

v2vv2vv2 
no no on on 

Neglecting terms like (v/V)2, the following approximate expression 

is obtained: 

V V 
2 
V o.-,n\ 

V V1 V 
o o r 

UsinL: the continuity equation: 

V 2v 
:. (30) 

o n 

The above equation shows that the turbulence before the contraction 
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is reduced approdnately after contraction, by the reciproca? of 

the square of the area ratio. Figure $ iflustrutes this etfect 

rather vidly for a contraction ratio of six. 

10. Fan Equations. 

The classical blade element theory (Tef. 14) is used to deteriine 

the aorodjna::iic forces on the propeller. Figure 9 shows the force 

components actiig on the airfoil section of a fan blade. 

Considering a fan blade olenxnt at a radius r, the íorcs m 

this element can be resolved into the elemental thrust and torque 

components as follows: 

dR = \/(dL)2 (aD)2 s 
005 'j 

- dr 
- 

COSI 

Feso1ution of the components Of dR into thrust arid torque yields: 

Now since 

dT1 = dR cos (j +) = Cq1c th'. 

A( 
Ç.. L& 1n T = ('i +4) s c1qc 

LR \ R ' 
and - 

VR sin4' 
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___ 1pv2 
q1 = = - 

sin jflh4 

The thrust and torque torce equations become: 

dr. (31) dT1 = 

d1 sin (i +4j dr (32) = C]q],c 
cosi 

If desirable, the fari dyìiamic pressure may be expressed in 

terris of the test section dynamic pressure q, by the following 

relation: 
q0 

2 ' (33) 

where F 
15 the ratio of effective fan disk area to test section area. 

The effective fan disk area is given as the difference between the 

tunnel section area at the fan arid the imaximii frontal area of the 

fan nacelle fairing. 

If there are B blades in the fan, then the total thrust ar. 

torque due to the elements at radius r, are given by: 

dT = B dr. (34) 
cos'.I sin2 4 

d = 13 r .2 dr. (35) 
cosi sin 
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The pressure rise through the fan element is given by: 

dT dT eQS ('i +4) 3 
( 6) 

dA * 2iìr dr 
- .2 2ur 

In a wind tunnel the fan operates as a pressure increasing device. 

It is therefore seen that the pressure rise through the fan i!Iuzt 

equal the totat pressure loss in the vind tunnel ducts. That is: 

PF "1T =Àq0. (37) 

SubstItution of Equations (37) and (33) into Equation (36) 

iields the fan design equation: 

cosN+), 
(38) 

q0 q0 
sin 9 

Equation (38) is a most important equatIon. From it the shape of 

the fan blade may readily be deterrtined. Since the total Dressure 

drop parameter HJq0 s ?. , has already been coriouted, the right 

hand sIde of this equation must equal 1 at all radiI r along the 

blade. Since n is fixed, by assiiing E blades and, from the airfoIl 

characteristIcs curve, picking a desirable lift coefficient 
0L 

(thence 

fixingj and 9 ), a section may be designed to satisfy this equation 

by solving for t required blade chord e. Uslly the blade root 

chord and tip chord are eolved for in tuis nmier. Using a straight 

taper norially suffices, but a check of a middle blade station is 

desirable. 

The integral of Equation (35) 4ves the total torque Q. The 



) r? 
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required power to drive the tunnel is deterrined from the equation: 

Fan lip 
2îiQ 

(39) 

The total thrust for the purposes of bearing design may be 

deteriiined by integration of ]uation (34) from blade root section 

to tip section. 

Equations (34) and (35) may best be integrated by plotting 

curves of dT/dr and dQ/dr versus blade radius r, and intergrating 

these curves graphically by means of the area under each curve. 

DESIGN PROCEDURE 

1. Preliminary Sketch. 

Alter deciding thich t,po of tunnel is desired (open or closed 

circuit, open jot or closed jet) perhaps the best method of approach 

is to draw a medium sized sketch of the proposed wind tunnel. 

Before draing the sketch a little review on good duct design is 

warranted. Incorporating nciples of good duct desïgn, such as a 

TLaxiniuL1 expansion anle of three and one-half degrees on a side, 

proper shape of the contraction section, choice of vane type, and 

the vane gap spacing, the eliminary sketch is then drawn. This 

sketch should inclue the items shown on dra'thig 100101. From the 

sketch the individual straight duct, diffuser, contraction, fan 

nacefle, and corner vane pressure loss coefficients are detor:d.ned 

for the tunnel throuçh use of Equations (15, (l3), (25), (27), and 

(28). The results of these individual dimensionless pressure drop 

deterinations are added to give the total ulnd tunnel ores sure drop 



A îJq = 7i For this tunnel the total pressure drop coefficient 

was deter;:ined to be = 0.313. Fige 10 showa the relativo 

percentage5of the total for each component of this wind tunnel. 

This graph 8hows that the first diffuser (iediately after test 

section) has the highest pressure drop of any cornonent. This is 

to be expected because in this design the diffuser expansion was 

greater than the maxinurii three and flve.tenths degrees reconendation. 

The actual pressure drop through this section is Drobably slightly 

less. To be conservative, the maxinui ex ansion angle is used in 

the computations rather than an average value for the entire diffuser. 

Knoing this total pressure drop ). , it is then possible to design 

the required fari. 

2. Fan Desjg. 

As shown previously it is only necessary that the fan pressure 

riso equal the total tunnel pressure losses. That is: 

AH 
iL. (40) 

o 'o 

This must be reitriethd slightly. While Equation (40) is true, it 

must be realized that p/q0 as given by Equation (38) is a 

theoretical pressure rise coefficient. For practical reasons it is 

realized that a fan dianeter cannot be exactly equal to the tunnel 

dianeter of the fan. A eliht clearance or tip gp nust be provided 

to allow a s1ght fan lateral movement caused by centrifugal force, 

fan bearing looseness, and dynamic or ttic imbaLance. Howard E. 

Roberts (Ref. 9) gives an approximation of the pressure rise loss 



FIGURE IO 

TUNNEL LOSS DISTRIBUTION 

A 0.313 

COMPONENT 

FIRST DIFFUSER 

_____ 
27.5 

FIRST CORNER 18.1 

SECOND CORNER 18.1.. 

SECOND DIFFUSER 16.3 

TEST SECTION 7.7 

FAN SECTION 6.0 

CONTRACTION CONE 2.3 

THIRD CORNER 2.0 

FOURTH CORNER 2.0 

TOTAL loo 

- o, 
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through a Can due to tip-gap of the Lan blades. Tr1is reference says 

that, "CYno percent blade gap 10 percent loss of theoretical 

pressure rise . " This tunnel is designed vith a one-quarter inch 

gap, giving a 2.03 percent gap. ThuB, the actual ressure rise is 

then 0.792 of the theoretical pressure rise. 

rratic and imsteady fan entry flow will further reduce the 

fan oressure rise. At this time an analysis of these effects is 

not possible. To date the author has been unable to locate a 

reliable reference on these effects. 

Figure 11 shows the required fan pressure rise, theoretical 

pressure rise, and the available pressure rise modified for tip 

gap. It is seen that the actual rise appears to be apj'odrtately 

thirtyiine ercent greater than required. Since the turbulence 

and back flow effects have not been considered in this analysis, 

it is decided to allow this excess pressure rise in the design 

calculations. 

In this design the powerplant is available. It is necessary that 

the fan be designed to absorb the available power without stalling 

the blades. To absorb this power the fan blade may be increa8ed in 

size, the rotational speed increased, or the number of blades 

increased. 

In order to find at what speed to dri the fan, the number of 

bladec, and at athat CL to oDerate for a given planform (root chord 

and tip óhord being assunied), choose three separate rotational 

speeds such as: 

= 1200 rpm 
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= 13O0 rpm 

iT3 = 2400 rpm. 

Now for each rpm take several different CL: 

CL 0.4 

CL = 0.7 

C =1.0 
L 

iith the above choice of paraneters, the following procecure 

is followed: 

(a) Find the torque Q on the B blades for each of the above 

conditions. Take ooints of blade radius r at blade root, 

middle, and tip. Deterwine dQ/th' fron Equation (35) and 

plot. Integrate curve dQ/dr versus r, thereby obtaining 

total torque for B blades. Plot a curve of 'C. versus CL. 

(b) Plot a curve of power absorbed versus CL for each fan speed: 

vthere, 

2 u 
P absorbed 

= 33,000 

= revolutions per minute. 

(e) For each choice of parameter determine thrust loading 

dT/dr for B blades by reans of Equation (34). ?lot a 

curve of dT/dr versus r and integrate this curve to 

determine the total thrust T, Plot a curve of T versus CL. 

( d) on the power absorbed versus CL curvo, plot available 

power versus CL (P available = 252 bhp for this tunnel). 

At intersection of this constant available power with 



required fan power for each parameter combination, record 

the corresponding 0L For each CL and corresponding 

parameter combination, record the available thrust as 

c1eteined from the T versus CL CUrVO. The theoretical 

blade efficiency is given by the formula: 

TV TV 
F o 

550 hp absorbed - 550 n lip absorbed * 

For the various Daraìneter combinations plot a curve of fan 

efficiency 
F 

versus and a curve of versus fari 

rotational speed N for the constant power equsl to the 

available power condition. 

Figures 12 to 17 show the results of the above procedure for 

this tunnel. From these curvos the best practical blade number and 

rotational speed combination is chosen. These curves are based on 

the uso of the NACA 4412 airfoil section. The airfoil character- 

istics for this airfoil as given by Figure 29, show that this 

airfoil stalls at a CL ox about 1.6. Thus a maximum CL of 1.0 can 

be used safely without danger of stalling the blade, and still leave 

some room for adjustment. This limits the choice of combinations 

soinewliat, as shown by Figure 13. From an economical standpoint it 
is desirable to use as few blades as possible. Due to the effects 

of centrifugal force, the fan speed should be kent as low as 

iractical in order to keep fan hub sizes small. Thus it is seen 

that, for this tunnel, the most adntageous blade-epeed combination 

is 13 s 6 blades, and rotational speed s 1800 r. This gives an 

operating CL _ Figure 16 shows that for this CL the fan 
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eîficiencr l'or the chosen b1ade-peod combination, while not the 

maxiinuj obtainable, is acceptable, being approx1iate1y 0,95. 

Figine ]7 shows the effect of l'an speed for a various number of 

blade5. This cinwe shows that the fan sreod = 1OO giv a ligIit 

loss in fan efficincy, but this is slic'ht compared with the 

advantage of having a direct speed ratio between the engine and 

fan shaft. The fan blade is, therefore, chosen to have a root chord 

of 12.75 inches, tip chord of ei.ht inches, with an NACA 4412 

airfoil section. The fan is direct drive = L300 rpm with six 

blades. 

3. Blade Stress Analysis. 

F. E, 'Vèick (}ef. l4) gives an approximate method of stress 

analysis which is close enough for the design of the fan blade. 

This method is based on the following simplifications: 

(a) The resultant air force is asstmied to be erpendicu1ar to 

the chord at ail sections. This is essentially true and 

causes negligible errors. 

(b) The chords of all sections are asumed to be in a plane, so 

that the resultant air forces also lie in a plane. This 

neglects the change of blade angle along the radius, and 

results in a calculated stress being slightly too high- 

an error on the safe side, The error is ne . lgible in 

propellers of ordinary and low pitch, ai is never likely 

to he grethr than five or ten percent even in the extreLie 

case of the hub sections of a very high pitch propeller, 
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(e) The neutral axis is azsimed to be pari1ei to the chord. 

This causes no error th the ai.min compressive stresses, 

hut the computed maxiimra tensile 3tresses due to bonding 

are 25 to 30 percent low for the ordinary range of angles 

between the actual neutral axis and the assined axIs 

parallel to the chord. The tensile stresses due to bending, 

as found by this approxite rethod, are therefore 

multiplied by the factor 1.30. 

(d) Twisting forces are neglected. 

The information necessary to obtain the area, moment of inertia, 

center of gravity location, maximum compressive tress ordinato, and 

maximum tensile stress ordinate of the airfoil, is given In Fige 

1. The blade spanwise shape is such that the center of gravity of 

each section lies on a straight radial line from the fan shaft 

centerline. This may be seen in Figure 19. 

Since the fan istotin at 1300 roii with six blades, .t a section 

lift coefficient CL Figure 29 gives CD 0.0113. This 

gives CD/CL 0.0134 or cl = 0.7'? degrees. Equations (31) and (32) 

are used to doteraine dT/dr and dQ/r dr. In the interest of 

increased accuracy, the blade is analyzed for more blade stations, 

along the span, than uod for the blade-epeed combination determin- 

ation1 The resultant force acting on the airfoil Is detcrInod 

from the equation: 

dR \/dT2 d 
2 

dr yÇj) rdr 

The results of this computation are given by Figure 20 for one blade. 
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The area under the (IR/dr versus r curve of Figure 20 gives 

the shear loading. Now sInce: 

('Root 

(IR dM 
ShcarR= 

rl.? LLP 

This shear is given by Figure 21. The area under the shear curve 

gives the bending roment along the blade: 

Root 
di 

Bending noraenu M 
I 

J Tip 

The bending iioment along this tunnel's blade is given by Figure 22. 

For a short span blade, fast rotational speed, such as that used 

in this fan, the rest iìuportant factor in stress analysis is the 

effect of centrifugal forco. Itting the so1 CF represent 

centrifugal force, the force ioing is given by theforrula z 

dc1W2 =-r 
dr g g 60 

Since the weight oer foot span .7 of the section iìay be 

cieterined by the product of the cross sectional area A, and the 

specific wiht of the iaterial w: 

the equation reduces to: 

4r = 

d(CF) E 
dr 
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For this a1uxinuin airfoil section: 

2.2 
A = 0.038 o (in ) 

w = 0.101 (lb/in3) 

g = 32.2 (ft/see2) 

r = radius (ft) 

= 2100 rn (maximuxa overspeed condition). 

Thus: 
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= 13.4e c2r (lb/f t). (For this blade and airfoil section only). 

For the circular shank part of this blade only: 

= l2,90 r (lb/ft). 

Fiure 23 shows the results for this blade. The integra]. of 

this curve rives the total centrifugal force in pounds as shown in 

Fiure 24. 

r Root 

CF = d(CF) 
dr. 

Tip 

The centrifugal stress is given by the centrifugal force at 

each section divided by the area of each section: 

CF - A 

The centrifugal stress for this blade is given in Figure 25. 

The maxiaiuia tensile and compressive stress due to bending nionient 

may be deternined in the foflovdng !anner (from Figure 18) z 
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and, 

= 0.O9E C 

max 
= 0.060 C 

I = 0.0009594 

r(shank radiusj 

- 4 

l.0'<r(2.0' 

(l.0'(r(2.0') 

(0.3' <r 1.0') 
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The maximum tensile and maximimi compressive stress at each blade 

station is given by the formulas: 

My 
I 

Ï 

G 
CB 

where M is deter ilned from Figure 22. 

Since the maximum tensile stress determined by this method 

results in approximately a tensile stress of thirty percent lower 

than actual, the bending stress equations then become: 

B 

= le3O 

M y,.. 
o- = ' 

CB I 

The total stress on the fan blade i -iven by: 

c_t = + 

a_c = 
B 

ÇF' 

The total stress as dethriined for this blade is given in Figure 26. 

Since the bending endurance limit for aluuinum alloy 356..T6 sand 
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castinas based on 500,000,000 cornpletelr reversed stress cycles is 

O0O psi, it is evident that this blade stress is low enough to be 

used safely (Ref. 13). 

The rest of the stress analysis for the blade, such as the 

compressive and bearing stress check of the blade shank butt and 

shank shears may be analyzed by coiron strength of material methods. 

4. Blade I and Disk Analysis. 

The hub fitting over the fan shaft is analyzed for the effect 

of tr:mcdtting the shaft torque to the fan blades by moans of the 

hub, shear couìûthg bolts, and fan disk plates. It is also 

necessary to study the effect of the kevay slot. An analysis of 

the centrifugal stress may be desirable. 

The fan disk 'lates are designed to withstand the centrifwal 

force stress and the concentrated force of the blades. Each blade 

in this fan gives a force of 29, 500 pound8 at N = 2100 rpm. Since 

there are t;o disks it is assumed that half of this load goes to 

each disk. It should be noted that theoretically the fan disk is 

not subjected to this latter force. The s 1it retaininç ring, shown 

on dravring 100105, theoretically absor1:s the blade loads within 

this ring. Any eccentricity uuon insthllation, however, would cause 

the fan disk to take the unbalanced load. The maximin stresses in 

this fan disk olate due to centrifugal loads may be analyzed using 

Timoshenko 's Equation 53 (ReI. II) for circular disks with a central 

hole, giving in effect a deep ring. 

A close analis of the split retaining ring appears difficult. 
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This ring should be stressed for a combined centrifugal load and 

equally sacad semI-concentrated blade loads of 29, 500 pounds each. 

The ring shown on drawing 100105 has been stressed using the most 

elementary analysis. To date the author has been unable to solve 

this problem satisfac;ori1y, and the ring is used in this design 

with a certain degree of uncertainty. It is felt, however, that 

this ring as designed will carry the re'uired load without trouble. 

5. V-Fe1t and Sheave Choice. 

The choice of the size and number of the required Velts and 

sheaves is best deterrr'ined from manufacturers' catalogs. Since the 

Gates Rubber Company catalogs are available, the drive is designed 

using their :roducts. Comparing advantages and disadvantages of 

several possible choices, taking note of the total cost under each 

combination, and staying within the desin range recommended by 

their engineering department, the following combination appears to 

be best: 

24 V.elts of the C cross section type. 

3 Vulcomount sheaves of li inch pitch, dianieter of type VT, 

C-section type ntuber 1, 8 groove. 

:3 Vulcoriount sheaves of 11 inch itch diameter of tye VT, 

C-section type number 1, 8 groove, used on the engine jack shaft. 

6 nunber 3535 bushings bored to 3.50 inches inside diameter, 

using standard 7/S by 7/S keys. 

In selecting parts from manufacturers' catalogs, care should be 

taken tó see that the lowest possible total cost itern has been 
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selected, s an example, in choosing the sheaves for this tunnel, 

it a»peared that four sheaves of six grooves each were desirable, but 

in fu'ther checking it is found that three sheaves of eight grooves 

each will do the sanie job for less. 

6. Shalt Size Determination. 

The required shaft sIze is quickly deterined by the classical 

shafting formula: 

where, 

16 K T 
= 

= serce factor = 1.5 for minor shock loading 

T = torque transmitted (lb-in) 

D = shaft diameter (in) 

Kk keyway factor 0.75 

0 = design stress vu1uehear = :000 psi for coaercia1 
shafting. 

This forraula gives a required shaft diameter D = 2.31 inches for 

this tunnel. Due to the desi of the fan, vdth the excessive weight 

distribution at a relatively large distance from the shaft centerline, 

the actual shaft diameter is chosen D = 3 7/16. This is the largest 

coimiercial shafting diameter available which 1l still allow the use 

of standard pulley sheaves. The sheaves are mass produced for fit 

up to 3 7/16 diaeter shaft. This mass production allows a selling 

once much 1oer than ou1d be obtained by having a sheaw built 

only upon request. If the design of a tunnel shaft :ndicates that a 

largor shaft size is required, these standard stock sheaves may still 
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be used by changing to a higher strength steel for the shafting, 

thereby reducing the shaft size to this iathinim dianeter. Another 

reason for arbitrarily increasing the shaft diameter is to increase 

the rigidity of this shaft in an attempt to prevent whipping caused 

by unbalance. The net belt pull is deterained to Oc 2C67 pounds, 

which night U start shaft whipping if coupled vdth an unbalanced 

fan disk assembly. The increased cost of shafting is believed 

justified in the interest of safety. 

7. Fasi Shaft 3earix,g Choice. 

The load on the bearings naturally dictates the choice of the 

fan shaft bearings to be used. The bearing load nay be calculated 

by analyin the shaft, fan assembly, and sheave weights. It is 

also necessary to calculate the total net belt pull under full engine 

power conditions. One or both bearings riust be designed to take 

the fan thrust. The bearings for this timnel are designed to take 

a 2000 pound radial load nith the front bearing sthjected to an 

additional £O pound thrust load. The Fafnir Ball searing Engineering 

Manual No. 35 is used for the bearing choice in this wind tunnel. 

AU fan supporting bearings are the type SA Pillow Block, using 

Type SMl2OE ball bearing for a two and one-half inch diameter shaft. 

Th:L:; bearin wiU take the additional tiut loing. It is 

advnntageouz to restrict the bearing choice to one standard SiZe 

in order to avoid mistakes in installation occuring ven seizeral 

sinilar hearings are used. The manufacturer' s load rating for this 

bearing is 3500 hours. If the tunnel is operated at full power six 



hours per week, the bearings 8hould rerain in good condition for 

eleven ars' operation. 

SUGGESD CONTROLS AND CONTROL PANEL 

1. Balance. 

77 

A suitable balance systexa to measure the lift, drag, arid moment 

characteristics for models used in this turinel is not shown. The 

apparatus is somewhat involved. An accetable design using strain 

gages for these measurements may possibly be used.. Brieflr, tb 

balance would. consist of separate levers equipped with flexure- 

joints so that only one te of loadin. ' ;ould be transaitted through 

the lever linkage. The flexure-joint would transmit one tipe of 

loading; the drag measured by one lever; the lift as the sum of 

two levers ; and the moment as the difference in load between the 

lift levers. A strain gage may he attached to the levers and by 

means of a selector sïitch the desired reading may be obtained. 

To the authorts knowledge this method has never been tried, but it 

appears worth consIderation. 

2. Control Pane?. 

AU engine controls and warning instruments should be brouht to 

a common control panel located near the test section and balance 

system of the tunnel. If the plan of using strain gaes to record 

the model forces is used, it is possible to start, stop, and control 

the owerlant and also record the entire model force easuremonts 

from this panel. T};is means that only three personnel are needed to 
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operate the tunnel. One student would control the tunnel speed; one 

student would so]ect and read the force measureents; and. the third 

wu1d act as a recorder, The rera1ning portion of the class would 

make alignment adjustments to the model, compute, or draw a 

preliiinarç set of performance curves. In an emergency, it apoeare 

possible for one man to operate the entire tunnel. By using this 

control arel idea it is seen that all controls iould of necessity 

be of the remote contro? type. 

3 Ins trurnent and Controls. 

T remote acting controls are available for use vth this 

tunnel throujh the courtesy of 'rofessor S. II. Graf. These controls 

are the S'erry hydraulic tipe exactor controls. These controls are 

used to position the engine choke and throttle. They are very 

effective for this use. The contro? consists of a master cylinder 

and )i5ton and a slave cylinder and piston. The two units are 

coupled by neans of hydraulic lines. A uvement of the master control 

lever will be exactly reproduced by the slave unit lever. It is 

also possible to operate more than one slave unit from a single master 

control if desired, 

Several electric autosyn type tachometers are available from the 

aeronautical division's supplIes. The engine is eqnipd with a 

tachometer pad, thus the tachometer generator may be mounted here. 

The necessary electrical wires are then led to the control panel and 

connected to the tac}iometer indicator. If desired, another unit 

could be installed on the fan shaft, thus fan speed could also be 
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indicated. 

A static tap is inta11ed in the test section. A line is routed 

to the control panel and connected to a c1raf t cage calibrated in 

railes per hour. As a result, the tunnel speed is conveniently 

measured. 

Electric auto-pulse type íuel pumps are used on the engine to 

assure dependable control of the fuel supply. rw -f the uyiits are 

used in parallel as a safety feature. A third pump is connected to 

the luci supply as a primer pump Cor starting the endine. The 

control of this punp is maintained from the control panel by means of 

an electrical switch or push button. 

An aircraft type, electrical, oil temperature instrument is used 

to indicate the engine oil temperature. This unit is also available 

from existing school equipment. The same type oì instrument may be 

desired to indicate engine water-out temperature. 

4. 'arning Liîhts. 

An eloctrca1 pressure switch should be provided to indicate 

safe or dangerous engine oil pressure operation. The indicating 

light is also mounted within the engine control group on the control 

panel. 

The engie water cooling may be regulated by a hand. valve near 

the engine, and an unsafe temperature limit be selected. A tLermo. 

static type, electrical sitch may be installed in the line. The 

varning light for this switch is located on the control panel on 

the engine contrai side. 



The ignition switch may also be connected to a 1are warning 

1it as a safety recaution It should be pointed out that the 

ignition svtch should be of the automotiv type where it is 

necessary to have a key to energize the coil. Ihen personnel enter 

the nide of the tunnel they should be instructed to keep the 

ignition key on their person while inside. 

5. Additional Remarks. 

It is suggested that te control :anel be of the rtical panel, 

arched type, nounted on a table. Thus an operator sitting in one 

position at this panel can observe all insthments conveniently, and 

the table acts as a workbench or a lace to put his data board. The 

engine controls should be grouped on one panel, while the balance 

indicators are placed on another panel. Provsion should be nade 

to enlarge this latter panel for futme installation or recording 

d8vices, such as the i'ush analyzer. 

AU electrical and hydraulic lines running from the control 

prinel to the tunnel and engine may be conveniently grouped together 

and enclosed in a iood covering trough. It. is not necezsary to 

break up the hangar floor to act a a tunnel, The lines lzing on 

the floor and cowred by the wooden t'innel box rovide adequate 

protection. It may be undesirable, however, to personnel walking 

near . or around this area. 



SUGGESTED REDESIGN 

The author is not satisfied with the fan design as shown on 

drawing 100105. The design as thawn on this drawing is too cumbersome. 

The fan asemb1y eìone weihs 960 pounds. The total weicht of the 

sheaves :is 235 pounds. The required retaining rth, vthìch is 

necessary in this design to hold the blade shank, i extremely 

massive, weighing 560 pounds itself. Due to questionability of the 

method of stress analyBis on this ring, the extrerie massiveness 

was chosen. hile theoretically this fan design should work, 

maintenance difficulties are expected due to unbalance cauied by 

slight misalignment upon blade adjustment. 

A oropeller hub from the school's North American P-51 is 

available. It is suggested that the fan assembly be redesined, 

before the tunnel is actually built, using this four1aded type hub. 

This redesign is relatively simple. The blade analysis as explained 

previously is used. The shank diameter and shaoe is determined from 

the orïginal Aero'rop blade. The blade shape is faired out to the 

airfoil section at the same radius as the blade shown. This new 

huh and blade is faired by the same belly gasoline tank nacelle 

shroud shovin. The fan shaft need only be reworked to provide a 

spline fltt±ng the Aero'op hub. The blade segment gears used on 

the original Aeroprop blade assembly may he fastened to these new 

blades. The correct blade angle setting is sot and locked in place 

by jamming the prop changing mechanism b: means of a small pin 

inserted between the gears. Thus sny desired blade angle setting 



y ea$iiy be obtained by simply re1ocatth the pin. This ìethod of 
adjustment is esentia11y the $ame usod on the early Hamilton 

Standard ropeUers. The blade ctord for this neu' fan assembly wifl 
becorie materially larger than now exists because the sane 252 horse- 
power ivill be absorbed with four blades turning lOO rn instead of 
that which is now absorbed with six blades at the same speed. 

Preliminary analyses indicate that this is entirely possible. In 

fact, br merely cutting the existing opel1er blades installed on 

the PteroQp huh to the required overall diameter and tìning at 
the same speed will absorb 214 horsepower. For ractical reasons 
this is not possible with this blade. This Aeroprop blade is of 
hollow steel construction, therefore when the propeller is cut it 
is practically iipossible, with the existing shop facilities, to 

plug this open end and stili maintain balance. Casting a nevr 

aluiinum blade to fit this hth appears to be best. 
It is further suggested that the V-lt drive be discarded. 

The reason for this is the apparently excessive cost. Tî 24 V- 

belts cost 33.00 and the six require$ sheaves cost It 
is believed that a straight fan shaft extending through the end of 

the tunnel siay be provided for less total cost. This necessitates 

additional bearing supports and a coupling mechaniam. It is quiJe 

possible that a rubber couple may he used. It is the author's belief 

that a hdraulc coupling should be used to connect to the engine. 

The feasibility of the straight-through shaft hinges on the cost of 
a hidrau].ic coupling. It appears that the best source of such a 

coupling is fron the War Assets Administration. Some models of the 



army tanks, th the latect war, used couplings of this type. They 

are designed to absorb, in some cases, 1000 horsepower. It appears 

that if a hydraulic couiini, large enough to absorb 260 horsepower 

can be purchased for a low enough price, the driving iethod cost for 

this tunnel could be reduced. 7ith a straiht drive wethod used, 

the center line of the engine shaft must be located five feet fron 

the hangar floor, This neans a rather tall engine stand. It is to 

be realized that by usine the Aeroprop hub the cost of the retaining 

ring and shaft hub castings of the existing fan ha been eliminated. 

The cost of these castings could then be used to purchase the 

hdrau1ic coupling, or to batid the engine stand. 

iìfter this tunnel is buIlt, attentton should be given to the 

proper lighting of the test section area. flushnounted lights may 

be installed in the bottom or top test section panels. It is also 

possible to install a flush-iowited light in the large part of the 

contractIon cone aimed at the mode). in the test section. The sitches 

for these lights may be conveniently located on the control panel. 

L3ef oro operation of this tunnel begins, it is desIrable to 

construct several work stands. One stand should he movable, and at 

such a height as to slide under the test section. This stand would 

hold vdnd tunnel models, clamps, and tools. Another stand should 

form part of the exterior of the contraction section as a data table. 

The person using this table would record yaw readings of the model. 

Ultinately it is hoped to have remote indicating yaw meters installed, 

hut this is a refinement not warranted for investigations at present. 



COST OF WTERIALS 

Basic Tunnel Structure 

Plywood 

Coat 

6 pieces43«x72htx3/4tI............ . ..*..... 4ß50 
6 pieces36ttx96Ux3/4fl..........4.................. 

lOpieces48ttxl2Ottxl/4t1........................... 30.25 

90pieces4"x96"x3/4"............................ 485.20 

Lumber 

i500 Lt of 21 x 4' fir. ............. *................. 35.00 

i OOftof2"xl/2"board,.....,.......,,.,,,.,,,,,,.. 15.00 

Steel An]e 

40 ft 3 1/2" x 3 1/2" x i/4tt.....,..,...........,,..,. 11.60 

2 4 ft 2" X 2" X i/8".................................. 2.50 

3 
21riQ 

200 Lt I 1/2" x i 1/2" x 1/8"...............,....,.... 12.30 

I Section - Steel 

6 ft Carnegie or equivalent C-B-1 (depth 8", 
iidth 5 1/1+", web 5/16" thick)..................... 6.12 

Sheet S-Lea 

2 sheets 1/161 thick, 16 gage (windows)............... 

lpieeel3l/2'tx148"x.062" ........... .. .......... . 4.40 
350 ft of 6" x 0.0375", 20 gage (corner seals)........ 12.52 

4 pieces 12" x 48" x 0.109", 12 gage.................. 7.72 

4 pieces 46" x 48" x 0.109", 12 gage.................. 15.40 

4 pieces 48" x 120" x 0.109", 12 gage.................. 30.80 

24. pieces 35" x 72" x 0.075", 14 gage................, 74.60 

1 piece '/2" x x 0.075", 14 gage.................. 10.37 

26 nieces 21 1/2" x 48" x 0.062", 16 gage............. 30.80 

Machine Bolts 

200 bolts 3/8" dia., 2 1/2" long (sq head & sq nut)... 3.88 

50 bolts 5/16" dia., 5 1/2" long (sq head & sq nut)... 1.21 

50 bolts 5/16" dia., 7 1/2" long (sq head & sq nut)... 1.69 

60 bolts 5/16" dia., 15" long (sq head & sq nut)...... 3.32 

800 bolts 5/16" dia., 1" long (sq head & sq nut)...... 8.50 

100 bolts 1/2" dia., 7" long (sq head & sq nut)....... 6.42 



Cost 

Anchors 
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200 Rawl anchor bolt anchors for 3/8t1 dia.bo].t...,.... 17.52 

3 Raw]. anchor caulking tools (furnished free......... 

Ci&rriae Bolts 

225, 
l/2"dia., 5"long.... ..... ...................... 12.73 

325, 
1/2" dia., ?" long......... ....... ............... 25.60 

3.00 

a3hers 

200 for 3/8" dia. bolt lock....................... 1.00 
1300 for 1/2" dIa. bolt plain (lar:e).............. 4.85 

8200for5/16"da.bolt plain.....,........,....... 16.75 

3000 for c/16" d.a. bolt loek....,.........,,...... 9.30 
lOOforl/2"dia.bolt lock...................... .66 

Pipe 

Felt 

60 ft of 3/8" National Std. pipe...................... 3.60 

48 ft of i 1/1" width, 1/8" thick............... ..... . 2.00 

Hincs and Fasteners 

24 NO. 808 Stanley vrought steel broad butt, 3"....... 5.70 

13.70 

Elevator Bolts 

1000 bolts 5/16" dia., i i/L" long......... ......... .. 40.00 
4000 bolts 5/16" dia., 1 1/2t1 long................... 176.00 
5100 bolts 5/16" dia., 2 1/2" long...... ............ , 258.00 

Drive Screws (or vibration proof nails) 

3 pounds to nail into end of 1/4« p1yood ( 6 penny 
b oc cernent coated) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . .45 

32 groes drive screws into end 3/4" plywood 

( 2 x i'O. lo)....................................... 39.60 

iOOd Screws 

21 ross flat head (wall into ring) 2 1/2 x 10. 12.... 29.00 



P1ex121as 

15 sq ft 5/16"thick................................ 34.80 

Wing Nuts 

500 vdn nuts for 5/16 dia. machine screw....,....... 5.75 

Rivets 

500 1/s" dia., 1/2' long (1 1/4 lb).e,..ew...ø...... .56 

Gaskets 

150 ftof 20 x i/e" rubber gaskets.................... 30.60 

Machine Screws 

4 gross 5/16" dia., 3/4" long, flat head, NC L3...... 5.25 

4 gross 5/16" dia., 1 1/2" long, flat head, NG 1g..... 7.15 

Concrete 

36cithicfeet,1:21/2:4mix.......................... 16.00 

Hexagon Nuts 

8 gross Thr 5/16" dia. machine screws..............,.. 9.72 

Glue 

15 pounds Weidwood purchased locally or through the 

U.S. P1wood Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 

(May substitute Lauxite 77X cold setting 

resin or FF91 cold setting resin. This is 
purchased from I.F. Lawks Co., Seattle, Wash.) 

Total cost of r:mterials for basic tunnel structe........ 



Wind Tunnel Fan iater1als 

el 4rco 

Cost 

15 feet 2" x 2" x 1/4" structural steel angle......... 2.40 

Sheet Steel (1355 Cor-teii tee1 ay be substituted ior 
chrome olybden if irnobtainable. U1tinath 

stress 75,000 psi). 

4 pieces (: ï 30 X l/8 chrome nolbdenum plate...... 3.82 

2 pieces 5" x 12 5/8" x 1" " " " ...... 3.25 

4 :pieces 7" z 7H x 1" " " " e..... 5.00 

4 pieces 5" x 12" x 1/4" " H ti 1.53 

4 piCC45 3" x 5 1/4" X 1/4" " " n ,,,, .50 

1 piece 3 1/2" x 26" x 1/4" low carbon plate.......... .40 

2 pieces 24" x 24" x 5/8' SAE L2O steel plate........ 12.25 

6 pieces 11 1/4" x 12 5/3ft x 0.093" (12 gae)...,..... 1.44 

(sheet ste1) 

Bolts 

16 p±eces 5/3" dia,, 3 1/2" long, Hex. head & nut. . . . . 9.60 

4 pieces 7/3t dia., 2 1/21 long, " " " " ,.øt. 1.00 

12 pieces 3/4" dia., 13" long, " " " " ..... 24.00 

6 pieces 9/]6u dIa., 13" long, " " ' 
n 12.00 

Anchors; 

16 p1eces Rawl anchor bolt anchors for 

5 /3tt dia. bolts . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.00 

Washers 

6 pieces for g/16n dia. bolt, flat type..........,.... .20 

16 pieces for 5/8" dia. oclt, look type............... .40 

3.2 pieces for 3/4" dia, bolt, flat type............... .50 

4 pieces for 71$t? dia, bolt, lock type................ .20 

chine 5crew 

1 gross 1/8" dia., 1" 1org, flat head.......,.,....... 1.44 

Çorunercial 5haftin 

1 piece 3 7/16n dia., 39 1/2" lOng.....e,,....,....... 12.25 

lpiece3 7/l6"11a., 60"long........................ 18.34 



Cost 

Sheaves 

6 pieces Gates Rubber Co. Type VT C-Section 
T,rpe No. 1, groove V-belt sheave................. 27S.00 

V-Belts 

24 pieces Gates Rubber Co. CSection U" 
pitch dIa., 5 ft center to center distance...,,... 233.00 

Bearings 

4 pieces Fafnïr SA type Pillow Block ith 
TypeSIOE2Oßballbearing........................... 67.60 

Set Screws 

2øiecel/2"dìa.,Allentype........................ .25 

Concrete 

30 cubic feet 1:2 1/2:4 d.x.,..........,....,.......,. 14.00 

Key Stock - Steel 

6ieees7/h1 jq3i/2fl1on:.........,,.,.,,....,,,.,., 1.00 
1.00 

:i. piece ;;,/gn sq3T' long............................... .25 

Stee1Castins (The following costs do not include the ptteri cost). 

i piece Jackshaft coupling SAE 1020 steel 
' 'ei ' ht = 3.04 lb ........... .... 5.00 

1 piece fan shaft hub SAE 1020 steel 
weight = 159 lb. . . . . . . . . . e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46.00 

2 pieces retainIng ring SAE 1020 steel 
weighteaca=2701b.............. .e,.......,.... 

1 piece spanner nuz, weicht = 14.1 lb................. 5.95 i piece spanner 1occnut, 'weight = 9.2 lh.............. 2.60 
1 piece fan shaft collar, weiçht = 1.39 lb........... 1.00 

A1winwn Cas tig 
12 pes fari blade 

$-6 aluminumalloy 75.00 
C asting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151.00 



Goat 

i niece fan shroud (P.-3S auiiiary fuel tank.......... 14.00 

Total cosl of materials for fan assemblT.................. l097.17 

Summary 

Total material cost of basic tunnel structuro............. pl667.89 

Tota]. material cost of fan assembly........ ........ ....... l0977 

Total víAld tunnel material cost.,,...,,.. 2765.06 
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TABLE 0F ORDrnATES 
NACA 4412 Airfoil Section 

Abscissa Upper - Lower 
Station Contour Contour 

Percent C Percent C Percent C 

O - O 

1.25 2.44 1.43 
2.50 3.39 1.95 
5,00 4.73 2.49 
7.50 5.76 2.74 

10.00 6.59 2.86 

15.00 7.89 2.38 
20.00 8.80 2.74 
25.00 9.41 2.50 
30.03 9.76 2.26 
40.00 9.80 1.80 
50.00 9,19 - 1.40 
60.00 8,14 - 1.cjO 

70.00 6.69 - 0.65 
80.00 4.89 - 0.39 
90.00 2.71 - 0.22 

95.00 1.47 - 0.16 
100.00 (0.13) (- 0.13) 
100.00 - o 

Leadinß edge radius 1.58 C. 

Slooe of racliu3 through end of chord 4/20. 
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